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t h e drop in ; “I remember freaking out about getting off the chairlift the first time I skied, I had to go in 

sections down the mountain,” Rebecca Grapp ‘25 said. 28 ski resorts
i n  t h e  s t a t e  o f  c o l o r a d o
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suns out, boards out

Colton Renberg ‘25 gets low 
to the ground in order to 

maintain balance at Copper 
Mountain Jan. 29. Renberg 

went to the park to do jumps 
and skid on top of the rails. “I 
love snowboarding. I’ve been 

doing it forever. It really 
connects me with my buddies 

and nature,” Renberg  said.
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nothing but net
Leanne Mackzum ‘25 runs toward 

the goal with the ball in hand 
during a unified basketball game 

against ThunderRidge Jan. 9 
in the auxiliary gym. During 

Unified games, each player got 
two opportunities to make a 

shot when they possessed the 
ball, giving it to a member of the 
opposing team once they turned 

it up. “I loved that so many people 
came to support and got into it. 

I always have such a good time 
when I go to the games,” Avery 

Mell ‘25 said.  photo by: a. witmer

unified sports

O N
ssn students take on the unified 

basketball season including a big 
win over the science department 

game

“
I’ve had a great time 
playing for Coach 
[Kent] Grams, and all 
of my teammates that 
I’ve had have been 
great. Wouldn’t trade 
it for the world,” Mac 
Terry ‘24 said. 

boys varsity basketball takes home 
a win against highlands ranch high 
school

make it 
swish

slick scoring
Shooting Guard Kasen 
Lehman ‘25 jumps up towards 
the rim to make a layup 
against Highlands Ranch Jan. 
12. The game resulted in a 67-
64 win against the Falcons. 
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raining threes
Senior Nolan Kliewer shoots a 
jump shot against Highlands 
Ranch, in the Highlands Ranch 
gym Jan. 12. Kliewer scored 13 
points making him the third top 
scorer of the rivalry game. Jags won 
67-64.  photo by: s. thompson

courtside action 
Senior Evan Scanlon stands in the 
senior row, yelling towards the 
referees about the holding foul 
Jan. 12 against Highlands Ranch. 
Students were directed to stand in 
the second section of seats, further 
away from the court.
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outstanding offense
Senior Mac Terry protects the 
ball against the Highlands 
Ranch defense, Jan. 12. The 
sold out away game was the 
fifth year in a row that the 
Jaguars defeated the Falcons 
in a league game (67-64). 
“Ranch definitely pushed 
us to run up and down the 
court so we just gotta work on 
playing at our own pace and 
getting better every single 
day. The hardest part was 
that they’re a full-court press 
team,” Terry said.
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beginnings
junior skiers and snowboarders take advantage 
of the powder day at copper mountainsnow 

face full of snow 
Bryce Greczek’25 gets back up 
from falling after clipping an 
edge at Copper Mountain Jan. 29. 
Grezcek made the hour and a half 
long drive to Copper to snowboard. 
“Even though in snowboarding you 
fall a lot, I always get right back up 
and learn from my mistakes. This 
makes me better every time I go up 
to the mountains,” Greczek said.
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rail riding
As his skis scrape the metal pipe, 
Zack Lewis ‘25 rides on a rail at 
Copper Mountain Jan. 29. Lewis 
went to the Woodward park at 
Copper Mountain to better his skiing 
abilities. “I enjoy riding at the park 
before any of my big runs before my 
day, it helps me become awake for the 
rest of the day after the long car ride 
up to the mountains,” Lewis  said.
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making buckets
Anya Strobel ‘24 shoots the 
ball in the auxiliary gym on Jan. 
9 during a unified basketball 
game against ThunderRidge. 
The scores of the games were 
not kept, so all who participated 
walked away a winner. “I 
absolutely love when our school 
gets together to cheer the 
Unified team on. It makes my 
heart melt. My most favorite 
part is when one of them scores  
and the crowd goes wild,” Karlie 
Chase ‘25 said. 
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ready, set, shoot
Carmen Rogers ‘27 prepares to 
shoot a basket during the unified 
basketball game in the gym Jan. 9. 
Every year, the unified students 
got to choose what teaching 
department they want to go 
against, and this year they chose 
the science department. “The 
message said at the beginning was 
very meaningful. My favorite part 
of the game was when Mark threw 
a three-pointer and everyone 
cheered him on,” Kyle Walsh ‘25 
said. 
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pass the puck

ice cold
Varsity forward Ian 
Mandeville ‘26 races towards 
the puck during a league 
win (8-3) against Mountain 
Vista Jan. 12. Mandeville 
played for the co-op team 
for two years as a forward. “I 
felt stoked to win and when 
everyone gets hyped it boosts 
my confidence,” Jacob Harris 
‘25 said. 
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shredding the ice
Varsity forward Maxx 
Menzies ‘24 hugs his 
teammate varsity forward 
Steven Kannenberg ‘25 after 
a goal against Mountain 
Vista Jan. 12. This was the 
first time the team beat 
Mountain Vista (8-3) this 
season. “After I let a puck in 
I essentially just forget that 
it happened and focus on 
the next play,” Jacob Harris 
‘25 said.
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castle view co-op hockey wins 
against mountain vista 8-3

8-3 W
final score of vista game

pow party
Colton Renberg 25’ rides with 
his friends at Copper Mountain 
Jan. 29. Renberg and his friends 
rode the ski lift up to the back 
bowls to a black diamond run. 
“I get the Ikon pass because 
it’s cheaper than the Epic, and 
it also has more challenging 
mountains and terrain for our 
group,” Bryce Greczek ‘25 said.
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it’s all uphill from here
Bryce Greczek ‘25 lands a jump while 
snowboarding at Copper Mountain Jan. 
29. Greczek rode up to the mountain with 
his friends on a school day. “It is always 
fun to get up during a school day, I always 
try to make time no matter what day it is,” 
Mason Hill ‘25 said.
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